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ABSTRACT 
For the equation Ax = h, a method is described which, given x1 in addition to A 
and b, yields an operator A, and a vector b, such that A,x, = b, and the distance of 
the pair (A,,& from (A,b) (for a class of metrics) is minimized. The special case of 
matrix equations and Holder metrics is discussed explicitly. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this study is the equation 
AX = 17, (11 
where A is a given linear operator and h a given vector, and where a vector 
x is to be found, We investigate the situations in which A and h are known 
only to a certain degree of accuracy, and we attempt to give computable 
criteria for deciding whether a vector x is already as accurate as the 
precision in A and b can warrant, i.e., whether further improvement of x is 
not worth our effort. 
The problem itself is not new; under the name of backward error 
analysis, it was investigated to great depth by J. H. Wilkinson in [2] for 
square matrix equations and Gaussian elimination. Our approach is of an a 
posteriori character in that it assumes the knowledge of the approximate 
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solution x and the related quantities Ax, b, and b-Ax. From the computa- 
tional point of view, we assume that b-Ax is obtained with an increased 
accuracy, as is generally recommended (see [3]), to make the secondary 
effect of roundoff from the subtraction of two close vectors negligible. 
Also, we formulate the results in terms of normed vector spaces to make 
them applicable to linear differential and integral equations. 
2. NOTATION 
X and Y are normed vector spaces of dimension > 1 (not necessarily 
complete); L(X, Y) is the space of all linear mappings X-+Y (continuity not 
required); the continuous (i.e., bounded) mappings from L(X, Y) are the 
elements of B (X, Y). The rank of a mapping is the dimension of its range. I 
denotes the identity operator on every linear space. 
The norm of an xE X or E Y is jIxl(; the norm )I I’(( of a TEB (X, Y) is 
sup{j1Txll:x~X, ljxll <l}. R1 (or C’) is th e set of real (or complex) numbers, 
and X* denotes B (X, R’) or B (X, C’); our results will be valid for both cases 
unless specified otherwise. 
However, we use the letter G for a monotone norm on the first quadrant 
of R”, i.e. we require 
O< G(u,,c,)< G(u2,v2) 
whenever 0 < ui < +, and 0 < v1 < oa, in addition to the usual axioms of a 
norm. G* will denote the norm dual to G, defined for T > 0, s > 0 by 
3. MOTIVATION AND RESULTS 
Given two problems Ax= b and A,x= b, and a norm G, we can define 
the “distance” of these problems in two ways, considering absolute or 
relative perturbations. Here A,A, E L(X, Y) and b, b, E Y. We do not insist 
that b be in the range of A. 
We say that A, arises from A by an absolute perturbation H E B (X, Y) iff 
A, = A + H. Likewise, saying that A, arises from A by a (left) relative 
perturbation H E B (Y, Y) means A,=(I+-H)A. In both cases, IlHll is the 
size of such a perturbation. Note that a relative perturbation need not be 
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unique. Similar notions of absolute and relative perturbations k and K, 
respectively, can be introduced for the right-hand sides b and b,. The 
“distance” of our two problems will then be G((IHII,lIKII) or G(JIHII,/Jkll). 
THEOREM 1 (Absolute perturbations). For every A E L(X, Y), xE X, 
bEY and norm G, 
min{G(l(HII,IIkll):HEB(X,Y),kEY,and(A+H)x=b+k}= 
lib- AdI 
G*(lblL 1) ’ 
Moreooer, the minimizing H can be made of rank < 1. Zf, in addition, 
X= Y and the norm of X comes from a real inner product, then H can be 
made symmetric and of rank < 2. 
THEOREM 2 (Relative perturbations). Zf /lAxll + )I bll #O, then 
min{G(IIHJl,/lKII):H,KEB(Y,Y)and(Z+H)Ax=(Z+K)b) 
lib- WI 
= G*(IIAxllz VII) ’ 
Both H and K which realize the minimum can be made to have rank 
< 1. 
COROLLARY. Assume that h >O, that 6 >O, and that A, b, and x are as 
in Theorem 1. 
The existence of an operator H E B (X, Y) and a vector k E Y such that 
(A + H)x= b + k and 11 H )I < h, II kll < 6 is equivalent to the inequality 
)lb-Axl( < hllr~(+S. (2) 
Similarly, the existence of two operators H, K E B (Y, Y) such that (I+ 
H)Ax=(Z+K)b and IlHll <h, l(Kjl <S is equivalent to the inequality 
lib- Axll G WWl + WIN. (2’) 
REMARK. As will be seen from the proof, the theorems and the corollary 
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remain valid even if A is not linear. For the statements concerning relative 
perturbations, the set X need not even be a vector space. 
To prove both theorems, the following result will be used. 
LEMMA. If xE X and rE Y, there exists an H,E B (X, Y) for which 
H,x=IIxllr, llHJ= Ilrli, and rankHa< 1. If X= Y is a real inner-product 
space, then a symmetric H,, can be found with the same properties except 
that rank H, < 2. 
Proof of the Lemma. 
General case. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists w* E X* such 
that j/w*]] = 1 and w*x= i]x]]. The choice H,,= rw* [acting by H,z=(w*z)r 
for z E X] meets the requirements (it is easy to verify that /) HoI1 = llrll* I(w* II). 
Symmetric case. For XE X, x* denotes here the functional defined 
x*z=(z,x) for ZEX. If x=0, take any unit vector VEX and define H,= ]]r]]. 
CD*. If x#O and r=Lyx for a real (Y, set H,,= IIxil-‘rx*. Finally, if x and r are 
linearly independent, we compute 
g=r- IjxllP2(x*r)x#0 
(the component of r which is perpendicular to ;r), and define 
H,= i/xii-‘(x*r)[ ~Ix~I-~xx*- II gll -“kx* I + llxll -‘(VT* + gx*). 
The verification that H,,x = llxilr is a routine and the symmetry of H, is clear 
by inspection. Also, rank H, = 2 and the only non-zero eigenvalues of H,, are 
? Ilrll, corresponding to eigenvectors IIxllr-+ Ilrllx. Hence llHOl\ = llrll and the 
proof is complete. W 
REMARK. The matrix of the symmetric H, of rank 2, when considered 
on the subspace with the basis {i]xII-lx, ]I g]]-‘g}, is 
[ 
II4 -lx*r II gll ’ II gll - lIxll_'x*r 1 
Note that it simplifies considerably when x-L r, which is the case when x is 
obtained by a descent method and r = b - Ax. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The relation (A + H)x = b + k can be rewritten as 
Hx-k=b-Ax, (3) 
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which implies /lb-AxJl < IIHIjII~ll+llkll.l< G(J1H/1,1Jkll).G*(lixli,l), i.e., 
G(llffII> IIW 2 ll~-~~ll/~*~ll~ll~~~~ N ex t , we exhibit the minimizing H and 
k. From the definition of G*, if y = G*(jlxll, l), we can find cr > 0 and p > 0 
such that G (cu,~) = 1 and (YJ(xJI + /3.1= y. Further, invoking the lemma, we 
find H,,EB(X,Y), satisfying H,,x=IIxll.(b-Ax) and ljHoii=Ilb-Axll. 
Finally, we define 
H=y-‘aHO and k= -yplP(b-Ax), 
so that Hx-k=y-‘(aH,x+p(b-Ax))=y-‘(al(xll+P)(b-Ax)=b-Ax, 
and G(JJHII,II~~~)=~(Y~‘~~~~-~~II,Y~~PII~-~XII)=Y~’II~-~~~~G(~,P) 
=lJb-Axll/G*(ll~ll,l), asrequired. n 
Proof of Theorem 2. In a similar fashion, (Z+H)Ax=(Z+K)b is 
equivalent to 
HAx- Kb=b-Ax, (3’) 
and we deduce G(lIHIl, llK II) 2 Ilb - Axll/G*(ll~ll, llbll) = Ilb - Axll/_y. 
ThenwefindLu>O,P>OtosatisfyG(cr,P)=landallAxll+PI/bll=y,use 
the lemma to produce H, and K, which satisfy 
Hdx=IIAxl((b-Ax), K,b= llblljb-Ax), and llHoll = lI~oll = IIb-A4L 
and define H = y -IaH,, and K = - y - ‘BK,. These operators will satisfy both 
(3’) and G (IIHII~ lIKlI)= I/b-Axll/G*(IIA4~ llbll). 
Proof of the corollary. Since h > 0 and 6 > 0, we can define 
G(u,c)=max(h-‘u,S-‘c), 
so that G*(r,s) = hr + as, and apply Theorems 1 and 2. 
If IlO-Axi1 < lzllxil+S= G*(llxll,l), then IIb-Axll/G*(llxl(,l) < 1, and 
there exist H, k for which (A + H)x = b + k and G (IlHjl, llkll) = 
max(h-‘IIHIl,6-‘jlklJ)< 1; consequently (JHIl <h and Ilk11 < 6. 
Similarly, if Ill?-Axl( < hIjAr + 6(lbll = G*(IIAxll, ilbl/)#O, then Ijb- 
Axl(/G*(IIAxl/, Ilbil)< 1; hence there exist H and K for which (Z+H)Ax 
=(Z+K)b and ~(llHlI,II~lI)= max(h-‘)IH(~,S-‘I~KI~)91. Again, we con- 
clude that 11 HII,,< h and l/K 1) S 6. 
Conversely, of course, (A + H)x= b+ k together with (IH I( < h, /) kll < S 
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implies (lb-AxI1 < l]ZZl].I]xl]+l]k]] < h/1x/(+6 [using (3)], and (Z+H)Ax 
=(Z+K)b with l/H]] <h, III</1 < 6 implies lib--Ax]] < hlIAxlJ+GllblI, using 
(3’). The proof is complete. n 
4. MORE REMARKS 
(4 
The corollary will hold even if h > 0 and S > 0; the exceptional cases can 
be handled directly using the lemma. 
H. Rutishauser introduced in [l] the amount of cancellation in an 
additive operation a + b as the ratio 
c= m~(ll4L llbll) 
Ila+bll ’ 
in order to detect unduly large approximate solutions of linear systems. 
Theorem 2 gives a variational characterization of C as follows (assuming that 
a,bEY): 
C-‘=min{lIHII+IIKII:H,KEB(Y,Y) and (I+H)a+(Z+K)b=O}, 
since the dual to G(u,u)=u+u is G*(r,s)=max(r,s). 
Applied to the linear equation (l), it turns out that the reciprocal of the 
amount of cancellation in obtaining the residual b-Ax from b and Ax 
equals the total (artificial) relative error necessary to introduce into A and b 
to make a given x an exact solution. 
(4 
Similarly, if we have a reason to believe that A and b are laden with 
about the same relative error and a trial solution x has been obtained by 
some means, then the quantity 
lib- Ax/l 
llA4 + llbll 
=min{max]]H~),/]Z])):(Z+H)Ax=(Z+K)b} (4) 
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gives the smallest size of relative perturbations necessary to “correct” the 
equation Ax= b. By the triangle inequality, the expression in (4) is never 
greater than 1, and it is practically always much less than 1, for x is assumed 
to be an approximate solution to (1). In this case, Z+ H and Z+ K have 
bounded inverses (in incomplete spaces we invoke the rank-one property), 
hence A and (I+ H)A have the same rank. 
ll4/bL with the notation from (3). Then a 
counterpart of (4) would be 
min(max(-$//,#):(A+H)~=O+i)= IIA~!~l~~~‘(l~,l, (4’) 
applying Theorem 1 to G(u,o)=max(u/JIAII,r;/IIbll) with G*(r,s)= ilAllr+ 
II bl1.s. The disadvantages of this measure are: 
iii) 
(iii) 
One has to estimate IJAIl, while (4) requires only IIAxlj. 
It is good only when A is bounded. 
Since IlAxll < IlAll. l/x(/, (4’) is never greater (and often consider- 
ably less) than (4), thus giving us an illusion of x being a better 
approximate solution than it actually is. To illustrate this point, 
note that when A 50 has a non-trivial null space, say Au = 0 and 
v # 0, then (4’) can be made arbitrarily small by simply choosing x 
as a large multiple of v; but this is hardly what we would accept as 
an approximate solution. 
(4 
Associated with the remark (c) is another question: given A and b, which 
x makes (4) minimal? If the norm in the space Y is generated by a real inner 
product, then a usual procedure of equating the gradient of (4) to zero yields 
the answer: If a vector x,, exists which minimizes )( b- Azll (zEX) and if 
Ax,#O, then 
llbll 
x = -----x0 + (any vector from the null space of A), 
llA%/l 
i.e., x is essentially x,, stretched by a factor > 1. The corresponding value of 
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I/b-AXOIl 
bWl(llbll+ ll&Jl)1+ ’ 
using the facts that b*Ax,= ]]Ax,]]2 and j/b - Ax,])~+ I]AxJ~= llbl12. 
5. PERTURBATIONS OF MATRIX EQUATIONS 
The space R” (or Cm) of m-component real (or complex) column vectors 




IIxllp= 2 k$” for 19 p<co, 
i=l 
lldm = my l~jl~ 
will be denoted by bm. 
linear map l;-+Zqm 
The norm of an m X n matrix A = [aij] representing a 
will be denoted by /]A]],,,. 
As follows from the Holder inequality, the norm 1) H )I p~9 of a rank-one 
matrix H=uuTis (~u(]~.]]G]]~, wherep’=p/(p-1) (withp=l givingp’=oo 
and vice versa). 
Returning to the equation (l), where a trial solution x is also given, we 
can summarize the construction of H and k as in the corollary to Theorem I. 
Given h > 0 and 6 > 0 such that 
lib-Axll G hll4+& 
we find a linear form w* satisfying ]]w*(] = 1 and w*x= ]]x]], and define 
H= hllxll+ 6 h (b-Ax)w* and k= - h,,;+G(b-Ax)’ 
If x=[&,...,&JrEl;, x #0 with 1 < p < co, then w* is represented by 
[w r, . . . , w,], where 




so that H is likely to be a full matrix (no predictable zero entries). 
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For XEZ~, w* can be represented by a unit row vector with a suitable 
complex unit in the jth position only, where I.$[= IIxllm. Consequently, H has 
all columns zero except possibly the jth column, which is proportional to 
b-Ax. 
Finally, if x E I;, then the row vector representing w* E Zk can be found 
with all entries of size 1, so that the entries of H are of the same size within 
each row. In particular, if ~-AXE Z,“, then 11 H Ill+m =maxi /lhiil, a con- 
venient measure of the size of a perturbation. 
REMARK. If the entries of the matrix A follow a certain pattern, the 
rather general structure of the artificial perturbation H may disturb it. This is 
why we included the “symmetric” appendix to Theorem 1. Another frequent 
pattern is tridiagonality or other instances of predictable sparseness; in these 
cases, we may have to conduct separate investigations about the admissible 
perturbations. 
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